www.iMiner.net
Cloud Mining & Trade Bitcoin & Advanced Wallet

About Us
1. Who We Are?
Iminer company is the owner of the largest bitcoin farm in the Middle East. In
recent years, in terms of profitability and income generation, iminer is in the
first place for its users. In addition, iminer strive to establish strong platform in
the scope of blockchain and cryptocurrency. We do believe that
cryptocurrency has a bright future and we have decided to be a powerful
member of it.

2. Where Is Your Mining Farm Location?
Our farms are located in China, Russia, Venezuela as well as Iran.

3. Could You Name Some of Your Achievements?
Here we are proud to present iminer-specific coin named imc in blockchain
market. Besides, we accompany our loyal customers from Persian Gulf states,
Europ as well as continental American countries.
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4. What Is Your Goal?
iminer is one of the most modern companies providing the service of mining
cryptocurrency in the globe which offers its services without limitation
worldwide. Our goal is to provide everyone with mining potentials easily by
using the most recent technologies.

5. What Is The Mining Performance? Why Are You Not Mining
Yourself?
We mine using the same hardware that we provide for the customer and also
our capital is limited. We believe that the best method for gaining
cryptocurrency is mining. However, we prefer not to put all our eggs in one
basket.

Services
6. What Is Iminer Service?
It is a cloud mining service which makes cryptocurrency mining easy and fast
online. Cloud mining is a mechanism to mine a cryptocurrency, such as
bitcoin, using rented cloud computing power and without having to install
and directly run the hardware and related software. Cloud mining firms allow
people to open an account and remotely participate in the process of
cryptocurrency mining for a basic cost, makes mining accessible to a wider
number of people across the world.

7. How to Mine Cryptocurrency by Iminer?

It is done very easily and fast. Your miners could be seen on the dashboard
page.Then your device starts mining without the need to install any
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application or plug-in. You can log in to your account from different devices
at the same time.You can buy a mining plan from your dashboard. When you
buy a plan, your account mines automatically even when you are asleep.
The output of mining amount is calculated from the processed hash in the
account in a 24-hour period and is deposited daily to your account.

Mining
8. Which Pools Do You Use for Mining?
Our major criteria is https://btc.com/

9. When Do I Get My Mining Output?
A day of mining usually starts at 00:00 up to 23:59:59 so mining workers are
working 24 hours a day based on their predefined settings. Therefore,
receiving outcomes would be every 24 hours.

10. What Coins Can I Mine With My minners?
You are able to mine only bitcoin directly via our mining allocation page.

11. How Does Bitcoin Mining Work With IMINER Mining?
As soon as we receive your payment your miner will be added to your profile,
and you can immediately start mining.
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Payment
12. What Sort Of Cryptocurrencies Can Be Used To Pay?
You can use the following cryptocurrencies in payment:
BTC, ETH, BCH, USDTERC20, USDT

13. Can I Pay Dollar Via Payment Gateways?
Payment gateway is installed so you can pay via dollar payment gateway
easily.

14. When Should I Pay For The Electricity Of The Miners?
The cost of electricity for the miners should be prepaid.

Purchase Process

15. How Should We Start?
You should first make a user account on the platform. Doing this, you have a
mining account and wallet of coins that can be mined. You can mine in the
dashboard with your processor’s power.

16. What Is The Purchase Process?
Once you have registered, you can proceed to place your order. Click “Buy
Miner” then choose one of the devices base on your favor then specify the
number of miners and click “Add to Cart” and follow the process of payment.
After your order is placed, your miners will be start to mine.
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17. What Sort of Information Can We Receive While Purchasing?
You can see the following information:
-Daily income,
-Daily maintenance cost
-Daily electric power cost
-Daily profit
-Price
-Setup fee

Power wallet
18. How Can I Charge Power Wallet?
Once you have registered, through Menu choose “Wallet”. Then by clicking
“Power” you can complete the process of charging by BTC.

19. How Can I Have a Wallet?
After signing up and creating an account on the platform, a wallet will be
opened for you and all platform transactions take place using your own
wallet. For wallet transactions to be automatic and immediate, we have
established a bitcoin master.

2AF
20. How Can I enable two factor authentication?
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Once you have registered, through “Menu” click “setting at bottom, then you
will see your profile information. In this page you can activate 2AF
successfully.

Consumer Service
21. I Have More Question, Can I Speak To Someone?
Yes, first we recommend you ask your questions via support section, then if
you need further assistance, we can arrange for call with our consultants.

22. How can I Reach You If I Have Further Question?
Customer service is on top of our priority agenda so you can contact us via
support section.

END
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